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Lifesize
Team 220 - Extended Warranty for five (5) video conferencing systems.
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Hawaiian
Telcom


$16,400.94
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Three (3) year extended warranty
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It is not practicable or not advantageous for the Program/Division to procure by competitive means because Hawaiian

Telcom
is the only sales and service company for Lifesize Team 220 video conferencing units, as such, vendor's technical

expertise
allows for the most effective services to maintain the system. Vendor's specialized skills ensure that system
downtime
will be minimized. Vendor services shall provide unlimited help desk support; provide failed parts replacement

and
software
and upgrades to resolve any problems in a timely manner. Hawaiian Telcom is knowledgeable to provide

total system support. Since vendor possesses overall knowledge and specialized skills, it deems feasible to and most

beneficial to the Judiciary to accept a three (3) extended warranty. It is advantageous for the Second Circuit Court to enter
 a multi-year extended warranty to prevent annual price increases along with continued services with a vendor that is
into

most
specialized to meet Judiciary's needs.
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 2014, the current Lifesize Team 220 video conferencing units were purchased. Second Circuit Court requested through
In

ITSD
Honolulu a request for quotation to extend the warranty on the Lifesize Team 220. as such, the video conferencing
units
are an integral part of Second Circuit's courtroom's daily operations. Recommend vendor, Hawaiian Telcom is the

only
sales and service company capable to maintain the Lifesize Team 220. Vendor is knowledgeable and possesses

specialized skills to provide total system support, which includes but not limited to unlimited help desk support; provide

failed parts replacement and software and upgrades. The extended warranty allows for continued service for a critical and

integral
part of the Circuit's daily operations. Continuing services with the vendor will ensure trained technicians will be

readily
available to evaluate, assess and repair and/or response any problems should they arise in a timely manner.
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Sandy Kozaki

Second Circuit / CCA

244-2929

sandy.s.kozaki@courts.hawaii.gov

Paul Petro

Second Circuit / Fiscal

244-2999

paul.m.petro@courts.hawaii.gov
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S. Kozaki
 /s/ Sandy
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